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N.B. The content of this presentation does 
not constitute the provision of legal advice. 
All comments are personal and not for 
attribution to any client, employer, 
institution, agency, collective, or enterprise.

http://www.cybok.org/


Agenda
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§How did cybersecurity ethics work before Snowden?

§ When and how did Rob get so interested in cybersecurity ethics?

§How do we distinguish a “good” whistleblower from a “bad” 
one? (A spontaneous Socratic dialogue with PhD students)

§What changed in cybersecurity ethics after Snowden?

§ ACM Code 2018



Setting the scene
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OR – How did I get interested in 
cybersecurity ethics, anyway?
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Once upon a time at the BBC…



BBC “Click” BotNet broadcast

§Weekly TV show (30 min)
§ Technology and Internet focus

§Saturday 14 March 2009
§ Entire programme dedicated to 

ONE story:

§ Buying and using a BotNet
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BBC “Click” BotNet broadcast

§On-air, they SAID:
§ We paid “thousands” of US$ to a 

criminal gang for access to a 
BotNet

§ We took delivery of BotNet front-
end software. It’s easy to use.
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§The front end is connected to
21,000+ pre-infected machines

§Owners of bot-infected machines 
do NOT know

§We did not access any information 
on bot-infected machines



BBC “Click” BotNet broadcast

§On-air, they USED BotNet to:
§ Transmit multiple spam to two email 

addresses (Gmail and Hotmail) 
registered by the programme

§ Launch DDOS attack against “back-
up” web server belonging to a 
consenting target business (not the 
hosting or access service providers)
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§ Change wallpaper on all bot-infected 
machines to a warning (in English) 
explaining the infection

§ Modify bot-infected machines to 
disable the ability to communicate 
with front-end. Attempted to kill this 
BotNet



BBC “Click” BotNet broadcast
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§Investigation confirms:

§ Yes, this really did happen; it was not a hoax

§ Front-end C2 was operated within the territorial UK

§ The criminal gang originally supplied a bigger BotNet which included bot-
infected machines located in the USA, UK, and Western Europe

§ Programme-makers then asked the criminals to remove from the system bots 
located in the developed world (especially US and UK)



BBC “Click” BotNet broadcast

§This incident is interesting
§ Because the segment was produced 

with significant input from a 
cybersecurity Practitioner

§ The Practitioner* in question:

§ Assisted in sourcing and operating 
the BotNet

§ Provided on-camera interview
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* But this is not really about him



The reaction

§What I did
§ Researched additional 

aspects of the incident

§ Gave numerous speeches

§ Asked cybersecurity 
Practitioners for opinions

§ Published 5 articles in 
Computer Weekly
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… from outside the community of security practitioners
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§Number 1 response from outside: 

“Why should we care?”

§Reasonable question

§ Answer might depend on what they are told by friends inside the field of 
cybersecurity



… from within the community of security practitioners

1.“[I]t is important that action is taken to stamp out this 
sort of behaviour, which could otherwise set an 
appalling precedent”

2.This practitioner should be hauled up on ethics charges 
and expelled from [named organisation]

3.“Every day, most security companies, and law 
enforcement agencies investigating botnets and 
information stealers break the law to investigate and 
uncover stolen information and techniques - It goes 
with the turf”

4.This practitioner deserves an award

1 Former senior UK 
intelligence service official

2 Former CISO, global bank

3 CEO, mid-size security 
product company

4 BCS, “Young IT 
Professional of the Year”
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Comment: Who said it:



Ethics guidance available in 2009



Professional ethics (2009)

BCS Code of Conduct
“3. You shall ensure that within your 
professional field/s you have 
knowledge and understanding of 
relevant legislation, regulations and 
standards, and that you comply with 
such requirements.”
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Formerly known as the 
“British Computing Society” 



Professional ethics (2009)

ISACA code of professional 
ethics
“Members and ISACA certification holders 
shall: …”

“3. Serve in the interest of stakeholders in 
a lawful and honest manner, while 
maintaining high standards of conduct and 
character, and not engage in acts 
discreditable to the profession.”
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Information Systems Audit and 
Control Association



Professional ethics (2009)

IISP code of ethics:

“Members of the Institute of 
Information Security 
Professionals shall: …”

“Act within the law”
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Institute of Information 
Security Professionals

now known as…



Professional ethics (2009)

ISSA code of ethics:

“I have in the past and will in the 
future: Perform all professional 
activities and duties in 
accordance with all applicable 
laws and the highest ethical 
principles”
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Professional ethics (2009)

(ISC)2 code of ethics:

Canon 1: Protect society, the 
commonwealth, and the 
infrastructure

Canon 2: Act honorably, 
honestly, justly, responsibly, 
and legally.

“Conflicts between the 
canons should be resolved in 
the order of the canons.”
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“The canons are not equal and 
conflicts between them are not 
intended to create ethical binds.”



Professional ethics (2009)

(ISC)2 code of ethics:

Canon 1: Protect society, the 
commonwealth, and the 
infrastructure

Canon 2: Act honorably, 
honestly, justly, responsibly, 
and legally.

“Conflicts between the 
canons should be resolved in 
the order of the canons.”
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“The canons are not equal and 
conflicts between them are not 
intended to create ethical binds.”



Professional ethics (2009)

§None of these was very 
helpful when applied to real 
security activities

§Divergence of opinion among 
respected Practitioners about 
what is “right” and “wrong” 
in specific cases
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§Even when Practitioners 
generally agree that 
something is “wrong”, they 
may disagree strongly about 
the degree of “wrongness”.



This is why, last year, I presented…
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The Merman Borgnine Conjecture
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[𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑠 𝐺𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒]: [𝐶𝑦𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦]

: :

[𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝐸𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑒]: [𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑙 𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛]



The Merman Borgnine Conjecture
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𝑐𝑦𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑠 𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∈
(I.e., nothing worth writing about)



Fast forward to 2022
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Special 1-day workshop at University of Bristol

§Legal & regulatory aspects of 
cyber security
§ EPSCR Centre for Doctoral Training in 

Cybersecurity, University of Bristol

§ 30+ PhD students

§ Predominantly computer science 
graduates

§ A few from the humanities

§ Presentation, discussion, open Q&A
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When all of a 
sudden… 

“education” 
broke out.



Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

Can we talk 
about Edward 

Snowden?
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http://foottalk.blogspot.com/2006/04/socrates-barefoot-philosopher.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

What is there to discuss?

Do you think what he 
did was right?
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

You clearly fail to understand 
my method. 

DO YOU think what he did 
was right?

Yes! He’s my hero.
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

Why is he your hero?

Because he blew the 
whistle on the NSA’s 

massive illegal wire tap 
programme and saved 

everybody’s privacy. Right?
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

So you’re suggesting that 
Snowden was a “good” 

whistleblower??

Yes, of course!
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

What do you think distinguishes a 
good whistleblower from a bad 

one?

The size of his whistle. A good 
whistleblower is someone who 

blows a really big whistle*

*Seriously, someone said this
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

So a good whistleblower is anyone 
who discloses a big enough secret 

– of any description – for any 
reason?

Well, no. It has to be a subject of 
significant interest to the public.
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

Here’s something that interests me: 
authentication codes used to secure 

the launch of weapons of mass 
destruction. Should that be disclosed?

Well, hang on. No! 

There can’t be any legitimate interest 
in disclosing that.
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

Really? We could probably find a civil 
society group who believes that giving 
everyone the magic nuke recipe would 

deter global war. So once again, how 
do you draw a distinction?

Now you’re confusing me. I thought I 
knew the answer to these questions.
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

Truth be told, I need at least an 
hour to drag this out of you, so l’ll

try lecturing for awhile. 

Let’s talk about some famous 
whistleblowers who are now 

lauded as “good”
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Famous “good” (?) whistleblowers who 
disclosed to journalists
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WAIT A MINUTE!
What about legality of disclosure?
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Legality of disclosure?

§These case studies 
involve…
§Unauthorised disclosures to 

journalists

§Acts of disclosure that were 
crimes, prima facie
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§We’re conducting a post 
facto examination of…
§Morality of disclosure

§Ethics of disclosure



The Pentagon Papers
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The Pentagon Papers: whistleblower
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§Daniel Ellsberg

§ Strategic analyst, RAND, 1958; special assistant to Assistant SECDEF for 
Int’l Security, 1964; PhD economics (decision theory)

§ Worked on the early stages of study 1967; given access to final report

§ Disclosed substantial content to New York Times in 1971;
disclosed to Washington Post shortly afterwards

§ Surrendered to US authorities



The Pentagon Papers: content
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§Study commissioned in 1967 by SECDEF Robert McNamara 

§ History of the Vietnam War based on public and classified source materials

§ Finished in January 1969

§ 3,000 pages of analysis; 4,000 pages of source material

§Classified: Top Secret

§ Declassified in 2011 – now available online



The Pentagon Papers: harm produced by disclosure
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“We are asked … to prevent the publication … of material that the 
Executive Branch insists should not, in the national interest, be 
published. I am convinced that the Executive is correct with 
respect to some of the documents involved. But I cannot say that 
disclosure of any of them will surely result in direct, immediate, 
and irreparable damage to our Nation or its people.” 

New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713 (1971) 
(Stewart, J, concurring)



Watergate (Deep Throat)
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Watergate: whistleblower
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§“Deep Throat” aka Mark Felt

§ Remained pseudonymous from 1972-2005

§ FBI Special Agent (1942-1973); Associate Director (1972-73)

§ Complicated relationship with the Bill of Rights

§ Testified to Church Committee, c.1976

§ Indicted 1978 & convicted 1980 of conspiracy to oppress persons in the 
free exercise of legal rights; while appeal pending, pardoned 1981 
(citation: he acted in the belief that he had authority to act)



Watergate: content
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§Up to date tips on criminal investigation of Watergate burglary 
and other “dirty tricks” from the 1972 re-election campaign

§Suggested lines of enquiry that assisted the Woodward & 
Bernstein investigation

§Accelerated Woodward & Bernstein’s efforts



Watergate: harm produced by disclosure
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§Prejudice to criminal investigation?

§ None shown

§ “All the Presidents men” were eventually convicted

§Prejudice to democracy?

§ Congress was clearly prepared to impeach & convict

§ Nixon resigned and was pardoned



Conclusions from these two?
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What do we learn from these two?
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§“Good” whistleblowing seems to require

§ Identifying some sort of secret wrongdoing

§Making an assessment by balancing:

§public interest in learning the secret wrongdoing

§potential harm created by disclosing the secret wrongdoing



Pentagon Papers
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§Ability to assess wrongdoing

§ Ellsberg was an experienced strategic analyst

§ Understood better than most impact of errors & omissions by US officials



Pentagon Papers
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§Ability to assess balance of public interest and harm

§ Ellsberg understood:

§ rationale for the war was (at best) weak; leaders were (at best) sparse with the 
truth concerning prosecution of the war

§ lack of candour was a key part of securing public support

§ report presented historical analysis; looked backward in time at key decisions and 
campaigns; mostly this was politically embarrassing (for many)

§ no suggestion that the report disclosed tradecraft or blew up sources



Watergate
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§Ability to assess wrongdoing

§ Felt was a lawyer and an FBI agent

§ He was a consummate Washington insider and in a unique position to 
witness the interference emanating from the Nixon Whitehouse

§ Felt was in an extremely senior and unique position to assess the threat of 
these related activities to the US Constitution and US democracy



Watergate
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§Ability to assess balance of public interest and harm 

§ Felt was uniquely positioned to assess the threat of activities to the US 
constitutional form of government

§ Understood rules of criminal procedure better than most

§ No evidence that his disclosures prejudiced ongoing criminal investigations

§ Reasonable to infer that he was selective with the disclosures – he was 
filtering (recall that Woodward gets angry with him for holding back)



And now, Edward Snowden (2013)
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Snowden disclosures: whistleblower

§Edward Snowden
§ System administrator with root access to 

systems managing classified information

§ No evidence to suggest significant know-
how or training in 
§ use of intelligence products, 

§ law that governs intelligence projects, or 

§ how these fit with US or multilateral defence
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§Not an analyst

§No insight into 
strategic or tactical 
landscape

§Not a lawyer



Snowden disclosures: content
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§Disclosures included

§ Descriptions of multiple ongoing classified NSA data collection projects

§ Details of trade craft used by NSA

§ Both mass data collection and targeted data collection projects

§A Giant Data Dump



Snowden disclosures: harm produced by disclosure
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§Harms caused

§ To US defence and intelligence interests:

§ [Who knows? It may be 50 or 100 years before historians are allowed to examine 
records that indicate the consequences of these disclosures]

§ To US international trade:

§ European Court of Justice is still pretty angry:
See Schrems I & Schrems II



How does Snowden measure up?
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Snowden disclosures

60

§Ability to identify wrongdoing

§Snowden claims the programs were “illegal.” Really?

§ How many lawyers does the NSA have?

§ Can anyone tell me with certainty what the 4th Amendment means?

§ How did Snowden suddenly become such an expert on legality?



Snowden disclosures
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§Ability to identify wrongdoing

§ If not “illegal,” could Snowden claim that the programs were 
“immoral”?

§ Snowden had a rather amorphous opinion that something was wrong

§ We never seemed to get his careful analysis of what it was



Snowden disclosures
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§Ability to assess public interest

§ “The public” were certainly interested – but that’s not “public interest”

§ Which “public” was he focussed upon? Who was his constituency?

§ The United States?

§ Allied nations?

§ The World?

§ The “inhabitants of cyberspace”? (population zero)



Snowden disclosures
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§Ability to assess harm caused by disclosure

§ No evidence to suggest that Snowden had any means to assess the harm of 
disclosure to ongoing intelligence and military operations

§ Journalists asked him how much could be published

“… I'll leave, you know, what to publish on this and 
what not to publish to you guys [the journalists]. I 
trust you to be responsible on this.”
– Edward Snowden, Citizenfour (2014)



Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

So now what do you think of 
Edward Snowden – do you still 

believe he was he a “good” 
whistlebower?
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Ethics and Snowden: A Simplified Socratic Dialogue

This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed under CC 
BY

Socrates
This Photo by Unknown 
Author is licensed 
under CC BY

Plato

I surrender.

This is how Socratic 
dialogues usually end.

65

Now bring me something to drink

… while I discuss the ACM Code with this 
room full of lawyers in Dayton
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ACM Code
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ACM Code

§Association for Computing 
Machinery

67

§“ACM Code of Ethics and 
Professional Conduct”
§Early versions: 1966 & 1972

§Revised 1992

§Revised 2018



ACM SIGCAS Debate (2014)
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§SIGCAS: Computers & Society special interest group

§ Snowden nominated for an award:
ACM SIGCAS “Making a Difference Award”

§ Prompted an asynchronous (email list) debate:
did Snowden violate the ACM Code (1992 ed)?

§ Adams, A.A., “Report of A Debate on Snowden’s Actions by ACM Members”, 
SIGCAS Computers & Society, vol 44, no. 3 (2014) (3 pages)

§ Highly divided opinion

§ Award not given to Snowden



ACM Code: Avoid Harm / whistleblowing
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§Section 1.2 (1992):

“… the computing professional has the additional obligation to report any 
signs of system dangers that might result in serious personal or social 
damage. If one’s superiors do not act to curtail or mitigate such dangers, it 
may be necessary to “blow the whistle” to help correct the problem or reduce 
the risk. However, capricious or misguided reporting of violations can, itself, 
be harmful. Before reporting violations, all relevant aspects of the incident 
must be thoroughly assessed. In particular, the assessment of risk and 
responsibility must be credible. It is suggested that advice be sought from 
other computing professionals.”



ACM Code: Avoid Harm / whistleblowing
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§Section 1.2 (2018):

“A computing professional has an additional obligation to report any signs of 
system risks that might result in harm.* If leaders do not act to curtail or 
mitigate such risks, it may be necessary to “blow the whistle” to reduce 
potential harm. However, capricious or misguided reporting of risks can itself 
be harmful. Before reporting risks, a computing professional should carefully 
assess relevant aspects of the situation.”

* 2018 revision defines “harm” to mean “negative consequences, especially when 
those consequences are significant and unjust.” 



ACM Code: Avoid Harm / whistleblowing
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§Section 1.2 (1992/2018 mark-up):

“… the A computing professional has the an additional obligation to report any signs 
of system dangers risks that might result in serious personal or social damage harm.*

If one’s superiors leaders do not act to curtail or mitigate such dangers risks, it may be 
necessary to “blow the whistle” to help correct the problem or reduce the risk
potential harm. However, capricious or misguided reporting of violations risks can, 
itself, be harmful. Before reporting violations risks, all relevant aspects of the incident 
must be thoroughly assessed a computing professional should carefully assess 
relevant aspects of the situation. …”

* In 2018 revision “harm” is defined to mean “negative consequences, especially when 
those consequences are significant and unjust.”



ACM Code: evaluations and risk analysis 
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§Section 2.5:

1992/2018: “Computer professionals are in a position of special trust, and 
therefore have a special responsibility to provide objective, credible 
evaluations and testimony to employers, employees, clients, users, and the 
public….”

1992: “As noted in ... principle 1.2 …, signs of danger … must be reported to 
those who have opportunity and/or responsibility to resolve them.”

§ Prescription: Yes.   Restriction: No(?)  I.e., exclusive reporting channel: No(?)
(This provision was deleted in the 2018 revision to §2.5)



ACM Code: Honor confidentiality
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§Section 1.8 (1992):

“… The ethical concern is to respect all obligations of confidentiality to 
employers, clients, and users unless discharged from such obligations by 
requirements of the law or other principles of this Code.”

§ “Discharged” = no confidentiality obligation remains?



ACM Code: Honor confidentiality
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§Section 1.7 (2018):

“… Computing professionals should protect confidentiality except in cases 
where it is evidence of the violation of law, of organizational regulations, or of 
the Code. In these cases, the nature or contents of that information should 
not be disclosed except to appropriate authorities. A computing professional 
should consider thoughtfully whether such disclosures are consistent with 
the Code”

§ Obligation remains ongoing

§ Disclosure “to appropriate authorities” acts as a limited exception



ACM Code: reporting risks
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§2018 revision…

promotes the concept of the path used to report risks

§ From: Section 2 (Specific Professional Responsibilities)

§ where it is both non-obvious & (arguably) non-exclusive

§ To: Section 1 (General Moral Imperatives)

§ CLARIFIES that the obligation of confidentiality remains ongoing

§ Describes limited exception allowing report to “appropriate authorities”



And now the Big Question
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Was Snowden a 
“good” 

whistleblower?
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